PALAKKAD DISTRICT SAHODAYA SCHOOL COMPLEX
FOOTBALL TOURNMENT 2017-18
RULES AND DIRECTIONS OF FOOTBALL TOURNMENT
HOSTED BY DARUSSALAM ENGLISH MEDIUM SECONDARY SCHOOL KARAKURISSI
VENUE :VYASA VIDYA PEETHOM KALLEKKAD
DATE :18,19 & 25 NOVEMBER 2017

INSTRUCTIONS
IDENTITY:- All Participants Identity need to be ensure by producing the filled up
ID card (duly attested by the principal) one by one. All should be ready to
undergo a vediography with full uniform.
Eligibility :- Each player should bring the attested copy of birth certificate and
principal should make sure they are in the prescribed age limit le only after
01/01/1999 are allowed.
Duration:-

play time for matches will be 20+5+20 minutes. Final will be

30+10+30minutes.If the pressure of time constraints due to some unexpected
eventualities the option of further reduction of time or postponing the match to
next day will always west with the committee.
Reporting time :-All team should report at the ground 1 hour before the
commencement of the play. Those who failed to report in time will lose their
chance.
Procedure in draw :- Due to time constraint no extra time can be allowed.
Winners will be decided by the penalty shoot out as per the directions of the
officials at the ground. Those who are the members in the 18 number team are
qualified to take penalty shootout, according to captains choice.

Substitution :- Total 5 players can be substituted including for injury during one
match.
Same jersey :-In the event of same colour jersy one team who are getting lot
should ready to change the uniform.
Discipline :- Gentle man behavior and at most sports man spirit up to the level of
CBSE is expected throughout the match. A responsible teacher from school
should monitor and ensure discipline.
Positions :- A list of all members playing showing their respective position need
to submit before the play.
Placements :- First three positions will be awarded with trophies and merit
certificates for which semifinal losers match is required.
Violations of rules :- players right to play and participate will be immediately
forfeited if any violations of rules or fowl play is noticed such as use of abusive
language use of any intoxicating materials. For all other matters FIFA rules will
be applicable. Accordingly tournaments committee’s decisions will be final.

